
INT. BOJACK’S HOUSE - DAY

Sunlight filters in through the curtains. BOJACK groggily 
wakes up. He sits up and pain shoots through his back.

BOJACK
Ah, dammit...

He steps out of bed directly onto some legos on the floor.

BOJACK (CONT’D)
Ah! Dammit!! 

He angrily kicks the Legos into the corner of the room.

BOJACK (CONT’D)
Todd!!

TODD slowly rides a segway into the room.

TODD
You rang?

BOJACK
First, get the hell off my segway. 
Second, why are there legos all over 
the place?!

TODD
They’re actually Megabloks, not legos. 
We aren’t all rich like you, Bojack.

BOJACK
You say that like legos are expensive. 
And again, get off my segway. I don’t 
want your grimy Cheeto hands messing 
it up.

TODD
You’re the one that bought the 
Cheetos, so in a sense they’re your 
grimy Cheeto hands!

Todd showcases his Cheeto dust-covered fingers.

BOJACK
That doesn’t- Look, just get off my 
segway!

Bojack reaches for Todd, who slowly steers away on the 
segway.
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TODD
You’ll have to catch me first!

Todd slowly drives out of the bedroom into the living room. 
Bojack slowly chases after him, wheezing the entire way 
before stopping to catch his breath. 

TODD (CONT’D)
Jesus, Bojack... I was going like, 2 
miles an hour.

BOJACK
(sigh)

Just... Just give me a moment.

Bojack sits down on the couch. Todd sits next to him and puts 
his gross Cheeto hands on his shoulder, comforting him.

TODD
There there, none of us are getting 
any younger, Bojack. It’s nothing to 
be ashamed of!

BOJACK
Hey, whoa, I am not getting old.

TODD
That’s not what I meant, it’s not like 
you’re super old or anything! You’re 
like what, 44?

BOJACK
54.

TODD
Really? Woah, you do not look good for 
your age. 

Bojack flashes an angry look towards Todd.

TODD (CONT’D)
Uh, I mean... Think of it like this! 
In 6 years you can get a National 
Parks Lifetime Pass for only $!0! I 
can’t wait until I’m 60.

Suddenly the doorbell rings. A voice calls from outside.

MAILMAN
(vaudeville-esque)

Telegraaaaaam!
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TODD
Hey, a surprise telegram! Maybe that 
will cheer you up?

BOJACK
Telegram? Who still sends telegrams? I 
didn’t even know that was possible 
anymore.

TODD
Lots of people! It’s a hip thing for 
young people like you!

(quietly to himself)
What the hell is a telegram...

Todd goes to answer the door. A chicken man wearing a classic 
singing telegram outfit is standing there.

MAILMAN
(singing)

Ooooooooooooh! 
It’s a very special time of year!
A party with old classmates and tons 
of beer!
You’re getting old and don’t have much 
time left, you see!
So that’s why you’re invited to your 
35th graduation anniversary!

Todd slowly grabs the telegram and backs away from the now 
sweaty mailman. He walks back inside. Close-up on Todd.

TODD
Uh, Bojack, you got an invitation to-

Cut back to Bojack, as we see him downing a bottle of scotch.

BOJACK
(already somewhat drunk)

Yeah, I heard, Todd.

CUT TO BLACK:
BEGIN TITLES

FADE IN:

INT. BOJACK'S HOUSE - DAY

Bojack is pacing back and forth while reading over the 
telegram.
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BOJACK
Oh no. No no no. Bojack Horseman does 
not do college reunions.

TODD
Why not?

BOJACK
It’s more like a courtesy. I don’t 
want to overshadow everyone else’s 
mediocre accomplishments.

TODD
Didn’t you go to the same college as 
Matthew Broderick?

BOJACK
Exactly, my point still stands. If I 
was starring in Christmas movies with 
Danny Devito, I wouldn’t want anybody 
upstaging me either.

TODD
Right... Well, I think it would be 
fun. I go to a high school reunion 
every year!

BOJACK
Your high school has yearly reunions?

TODD
No.

Bojack is unsure what to say to that.

BOJACK
Uh... Well, whatever, my decision is 
final. I’d rather do anything this 
weekend other than that!

Bojack’s cellphone rings.

BOJACK (CONT’D)
That’s probably someone offering 
anything.

Bojack answers

BOJACK (CONT’D)
Go for Bojack!
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PRINCESS CAROLYNE
(V.O.)

Bojack!

INTERCUT BETWEEN 
BOJACK AND 

PRINCESS CAROLYN 
IN HER OFFICE

We see PRINCESS CAROLYNE sitting in her office.

PRINCESS CAROLYNE (CONT’D)
Have I got the role for you! And guess 
what! It’s filming this weekend! How 
would you like to star opposite Russel 
Crowe in his new talk-show “Russel 
Crowe’s No-Hold Low Blows about Edgar 
Allen Poe Show”. It’s the pioneer of 
shows ragging on dead poets!

BOJACK
Oh, this is perfect!! You know it’s 
funny, I’ve been working on some 
material on Poe. Like, come on, where 
does that sidewalk end?

PRINCESS CAROLYNE
Bojack, do you even know who Edgar 
Allen Poe is?

BOJACK
(V.O.)

No clue.

PRINCESS CAROLYNE
Ugh, read up about him on Wikipedia 
and make sure you’re ready by Friday!

BOJACK
Look, I’ll do anything, I- Wait a 
minute... Which Russel Crowe did you 
say was hosting this?

Princess Carolyne gets a panicked look on her face.

PRINCESS CAROLYNE
O-Oh, Um... You know, Russel Crowe!

Bojack gets suspicious. 
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BOJACK
It’s the old one, isn’t it?

Cut back to Princess Carolyne’s office, zoomed out to show 
her client, an elderly crow attempting to unwrap a corn 
flavored piece of candy. This is RUSSEL CROWE.

BOJACK (CONT’D)
...Your silence says enough.

PRINCESS CAROLYNE
Oh come on!

This startles Russel Crowe into dropping his candy on the 
ground. He slowly leans down to try and pick it up.

PRINCESS CAROLYNE (CONT’D)
I keep offering you all these roles 
only for you to keep turning them 
down. Then all you do is bitch about 
how nobody offers you roles anymore!

BOJACK
Good roles.

PRINCESS CAROLYNE
Ugh. Unless you actually have 
something to do this weekend, you 
better be there.

Bojack contemplates his options for a moment before realizing 
he only has one way out of this.

BOJACK
As a matter of fact I do have 
something to do this weekend! I’m 
going-

(dramatic close-up)
To my college reunion! And I’m gonna 
have fun, dammit! You’ll see!

Bojack abruptly hangs up the phone.

INT. PRINCESS CAROLYNE'S OFFICE - DAY

Princess Carolyne sits there confused.

PRINCESS CAROLYNE
What the hell just happened?

Russel Crowe bumps his head getting up from under the desk.
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RUSSEL CROWE
You know why I’m making this show? I’m 
sick of people ‘raven’ about Poes 
mediocre Poe-ms!

PRINCESS CAROLYNE
(groan)

EXT. BOJACK'S HOUSE - MORNING

Bojack is putting a bag into his car while Todd sees him off.

BOJACK
What can I say to convince you to come 
with me? You love reunions, you go to 
ones that aren’t even yours!

TODD
Sorry Bojack, this seems like some 
sort of character defining weekend 
journey. I’d just weigh down the 
experience.

BOJACK
Yeah, well... You’d probably just 
weigh me down.

TODD
I know, I just said that.

He puts his last bag in the car and gets in.

TODD (CONT’D)
Hey, if I clean the pool this weekend, 
can we start getting poptarts again?

Bojack puts his sunglasses on.

BOJACK
I’m not your dad, Todd. Buy whatever 
you want.

Bojack drives away as the camera lingers on Todd. He quickly 
reverses and comes back into the shot.

BOJACK (CONT’D)
But do clean the pool. I may have 
thrown up in it last week.

He drives away again, only to reverse quickly again.
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BOJACK (CONT’D)
Also get those Wild Magicburst 
Poptarts, those things really live up 
to their name.

TODD
I think they stopped making those 
like... 20 years ago.

BOJACK
...Oh.

Bojack drives away, for real this time.

EXT. COLLEGE - EVENING

Bojack sits in his car outside of a large auditorium with a 
large banner that says “Welcome Back Class of ‘86!”. Cheerful 
alumni enter the building as Bojack slumps in his seat every 
time someone walks by.

BOJACK
(speaking to himself)

Look at that jackass... Still looks 
like the same jackass from college.

That specific guy walking by is an actual jackass, a mule. 
After he walks away, Bojack mulls over his options for a 
second before taking a deep sigh and getting out of his car.

INT. AUDITORIUM - EVENING

The auditorium is filled with middle-aged people trying to 
relive the 80’s. ‘Sledgehammer’ by Peter Gabriel is playing. 
Some are dancing, others chatting and drinking. Bojack looks 
over the crowd for a few seconds before going to try and talk 
to a small group of people.

LIZARD MAN
(mid-sentence)

Well my nephew really wanted one of 
the Star Wars ones for his birthday, 
so I looked up the prices last night, 
and the damn thing was $200!

WOMAN
Mmm, see that’s why we’re a Megabloks 
family.

BOJACK
(interrupting)

Hey hey! Dwight! Tina! 
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WOMAN
Bojack...?

BOJACK
In the flesh. I know it’s a bit 
strange to be starstruck by one of 
your own classmates, but I won’t make 
it a big deal if you all don’t.

LIZARD MAN
Oh yeah, how has the stand-up routine 
been? Did you ever break into anything 
big?

Bojack is taken aback by that question.

BOJACK
I... I was the star of Horsin’ Around. 
One of the greatest sitcoms in 
television history?

WOMAN
Can’t say I’ve heard of it.

LIZARD MAN
Oh, I think I remember it! The kids 
would have it on sometimes back in the 
day. The wife and I were never really 
big on it, but they enjoyed it, so... 
You know, the sacrifices you make for 
your kids, right?

BOJACK
I... Er, I wouldn’t know.

Meanwhile the woman has been looking up what ‘Horsin’ Around’ 
was on her phone.

WOMAN
Oh, I remember this show!

BOJACK
You do?

WOMAN
Yeah! Back in the 90’s we had a 
pregnant patient who would always 
watch the Golden Girls. She couldn’t 
stand the show that came on 
afterwards, and always shut it off as 
soon as she could. Well, one night we 
heard it the theme song, and found 
that she was coding! 
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LIZARD MAN
Oh my god!

WOMAN
I knew something was off when I heard 
that theme. Luckily we were able to 
save her and she gave birth to a 
beautiful baby boy. That kid went on 
to star in ‘Super 8’!

LIZARD MAN
No way! I love that movie! Without 
that kid, it would have been a bomb!

WOMAN
You know, its the little things like 
that that make my career all worth it. 
Just being able to look back and think 
to myself ‘I made the right call’.

BOJACK
(interrupting)

So Dwight, you still play that nerdy 
board game?

LIZARD MAN
You mean Dungeons and Dragons? Yeah, 
I’m actually now the Senior Art 
Director for Wizards of the Coast.

BOJACK
Ha, I knew it! Some things never 
change, right?

LIZARD MAN
Um... Right.

As he turns back to the woman to continue their conversation, 
Bojack quickly becomes discouraged and walks away. He looks 
at everyone chatting and enjoying themselves. Bojack walks 
towards the bar and sits down.

INT. SUPERMARKET - DAY

Todd is at the grocery store, in the cereal aisle. He is 
looking through the pop tarts. He pushes back a few and looks 
far back, and reaches. He pulls out a dusty box of the Wild 
Magicburst flavor.

TODD
No way! Wild Magicburst! Bojack is 
gonna be so psyched!
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He opens the box, and smoke comes out in the shape of a 
skull.

TODD (CONT’D)
How long have these been here...? Oh 
well.

He shrugs and throws them in his cart.

???
Psst.

Todd looks around, wondering who is calling out to him.

??? (CONT’D)
Over here!

The same chicken mailman from before pokes his head out of a 
few cereal boxes.

TODD
Hey! You’re that singing telegram guy!

MAILMAN
Shh, not so loud!! Listen, you’re the 
last person I was seen delivering a 
telegram to. They’re coming for you 
right now. Please tell them you don’t 
know anything about telegrams, in 
fact, you’ve never heard of them!

TODD
But I don’t know anything about 
telegrams, and I have never heard of 
them.

MAILMAN
Perfect! Keep it that way!

Footsteps are heard rapidly approaching.

USPS HEAD
You there!

The mailman makes a horrified screech and hide sin the cereal 
boxes. A higher ranking mailman, the USPS HEAD, followed by 
two guard mailmen approach Todd.

USPS HEAD (CONT’D)
Have you seen a mailman, about this 
tall, most likely singing in a silly 
outfit?
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TODD
Uh...

Todd looks at the mailman hiding, who is currently freaking 
out.

TODD (CONT’D)
No, I haven’t seen him. And I don’t 
know anything about telegrams! In 
fact, I’ve never heard of them before!

The mailman face palms.

USPS HEAD
Ah, so you’ve heard of the magic of 
telegrams, eh? It’s surprising, 
someone of your age being aware of the 
good old days. Most young folk are 
into their ‘e-mails’ and ‘Amazon 
drones’ these days.

TODD
Amazon has drones now?!

USPS HEAD
Say, young man, you look unemployed. 
How would you like to come to the 
postal office and become our newest 
telegram boy?

Todd looks at the mailman who is shaking his head profusely.

TODD
I’ll do it!

The mailman face palms again.

USPS HEAD
Fantastic! Let’s get you fitted for 
your silly outfit right away!

The USPS head takes Todd away. The shot lingers on the cereal 
aisle. A few seconds pass.

MAILMAN
How do I get out of here?

INT. AUDITORIUM - NIGHT

Bojack, clearly drunk now, drinks a glass of whiskey. Five 
empty glasses are next to him.
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BOJACK
(shouting to bartender)

Hey, gimme some more of this shitty 
whiskey. It’s shit, and I need you to 
know that... but I want more.

The bartender walks over, endlessly cleaning a glass in his 
hand.

BARTENDER
Hey whoa, easy there fella, leave some 
for the fishes.

A few fishes are sitting at the bar.

FISH
It’s fine, I’ll just take a vodka 
cranberry...

BOJACK
See? It’s fine, now gimme another.

BARTENDER
Yeah, not gonna happen pal, I’m 
cuttin’ you off. You’ve had too much, 
don’t want you getting into trouble.

BOJACK
Oh don’t pull the old ‘somewhat caring 
bartender’ schtick, I know you don’t 
give a damn.

BARTENDER
Yeah you’re right, I don’t. I do give 
a damn about not getting sued if you 
run someone over, so there we go. No 
more shitty whisky for you.

Bojack stares him down.

BOJACK
Haven’t you cleaned that glass enough?

BARTENDER
Haven’t you drank enough, rummy?

The bartender walks away. Bojack, frustrated, screams at him. 

BOJACK
No! That’s the point!

???
Bojack?
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Bojack looks up and sees a dalmatian woman. This is AMBER.

BOJACK
Amber...?

AMBER
It is you! Oh my god, how have you 
been? You’ve got to tell me all about 
the bigwig Hollywoo life!

She sits down next to Bojack at the bar.

BOJACK
I... Wow, you haven’t changed a bit!

AMBER
Well, I don’t know about that.

BOJACK
 You don’t look a day over 20.

AMBER
Wow, in that case maybe the bartender 
will actually card me? That would be a 
nice surprise.

Amber laughs. Bojack begins to smile.

BOJACK
So how are things going with Ben?

AMBER
They aren’t. Divorced.

She holds up her hand to show her missing wedding ring.

BOJACK
Oh... God, I’m sorry to hear that. 

AMBER
Are you? I’m sure as hell not.

BOJACK
You guys were together for a while, 
weren’t you?

AMBER
People change. I’m just glad we 
realized things weren’t gonna work out 
before I got old and ugly.

Bojack laughs.
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BOJACK
Why aren’t you hanging out with 
anyone? Any of your old friends, like 
um... Lisa and Eric?

AMBER
Wow, impressive memory.

BOJACK
Well, my great uncle was an elephant.

AMBER
We talked, but it was pretty clear 
we’re different people now. Not much 
in common anymore. 

Bojack gets a solemn look on his face, as if he’s trying to 
pretend that isn’t true.

AMBER (CONT’D)
But no use in clinging to the past, 
right? Tell me about how you’ve been!

BOJACK
Let me buy you a drink.

AMBER
Long story, huh? I’m game.

INT. US POSTAL OFFICE 

Todd, now in uniform, is being led on a tour by the USPS 
head.

USPS HEAD
And here is our brand new form of 
completely reusable energy. It’s 
fueled by the letters children send to 
Santa.

A man is seen emptying a huge sack of colorful envelopes into 
a large burner.

TODD
No way! It runs on magic?! That’s so 
cool!

They continue walking a bit.

USPS HEAD
And now we reach the pinnacle of our 
tour. The telegram room.
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TODD
Hey wait, I got a question... Um... 
What is a telegram?

USPS HEAD
Ah, a young mind interested in the 
glory days of old, I admire that. You 
aren’t like those other scoundrels 
your age. The year was 1774. Genevan 
physicist Georges-Louis Le Sage 
created the first electric telegraph. 
It only had the 26 letters of the 
alphabet and could only transmit 
messages between two rooms in his 
house, but damn if it didn’t do it 
with grace. It’s been a long road, but 
we’ve finally come to the point where 
one person can effortlessly send an 
electronic communication to the post 
office, and have it be delivered to 
the other person for a small fee. Of 
course, sometimes we have to add some 
singing and dancing to spruce things 
up, but such is the way things are 
these days, right?

TODD
Why wouldn’t someone just use e-mail?

USPS HEAD
What...?

TODD
It just seems... I don’t know... 
Better?

The USPS head slams his fist into the wall. A few employees 
gasp, but immediately continue with their work, as if they’re 
all used to this.

USPS HEAD
It is not better!! E-mail is so 
impersonal! It doesn’t have the charm, 
the grace of telegraphy! And not to 
mention all the spam! How would you 
like it if we did that?! Send someone 
to your house every goddamn minute to 
sing to you about how you might be 
approved for a $10,000 loan?!

There’s a few moments of uncomfortable silence. The USPS head 
calms down and straightens out his hair.
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USPS HEAD (CONT’D)
...My apologies, I lost my cool for a 
second there. I just get really heated 
about this sort of thing.

TODD
No worries, I totally understand. I 
get the same way when people ask me 
‘what’s up’ and I say the sky as a 
joke, and they don’t think it’s funny.

USPS HEAD
Right... Now Todd, we’ve come to our 
most important destination in this 
tour. The fitting room!

TODD
Whoa! This is my first step to a well-
dressed future!

USPS HEAD
That’s the spirit! Now here, put this 
on.

TODD
What is it?

USPS HEAD
It’s a tracking device and camera. We 
need to make sure you don’t compromise 
the integrity of the telegram.

TODD
Hm... That seems suspicious... but I 
don’t have any reason to not trust the 
government.

USPS HEAD
Fantastic! Now get out there and 
continue our legacy!

EXT. LOS ANGELES NEIGHBORHOOD - DAY

Todd, now in a singing telegram uniform, walks up to a house 
in a suburban neighborhood. He rings the doorbell, 
straightening his bow-tie while he waits for an answer. A 
TEENAGE GIRL answers the door.

TEENAGE GIRL
Yeah?
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Todd clears his throat and starts his musical number.

TODD
(singing)

Hey there Isabella,
It’s your Grandpa Joe!
I’m sending this from Kansas, just 
thought you’d like to know!
Hey!
I won’t be at your birthday,
You might be asking why?
I got jury duty
I think I’d rather die!

(beat)
That’ll be $10.50.

TEENAGE GIRL
What the hell was that?

TODD
It was a singing telegram from your 
Grandpa Joe!

TEENAGE GIRL
A singing what?

TODD
Telegram!

TEENAGE GIRL
And that is...?

TODD
It’s, uh...

He pulls out a note card with the description written on it.

TODD (CONT’D)
Oh! It’s an electric message sent by a 
telegraph and then delivered in a 
written or printed form. So kinda like 
e-mail.

TEENAGE GIRL
And e-mail is...?

Todd is shocked.

TODD
It’s... It’s uh... kind of like 
texting?
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TEENAGE GIRL
Oh... Well, that’s dumb. Tell my 
Grandpa to just text me next time.

Todd is writing down her message.

TODD
Okay. Um, if your grandfather has his 
own telegraph, do you want that 
delivered in Morse code for an 
additional $3.50?

As soon as Todd looks up, the door is shut and the girl is 
gone.

TODD (CONT’D)
...Is that a yes?

MONTAGE

- Todd continue to goes door to door, getting looks of 
confusion and disinterest from the homeowners.

- One house in particular is a dog family, with their young 
puppy boy chasing Todd away, much like a real dog would.

BACK TO SCENE

Todd, looking dejected, goes to his last house of the day.

TODD (CONT’D)
Man, nobody seems to like telegrams... 
I hope at least this guy enjoys them, 
I don’t know if I can take any more 
rejection.

Todd knocks on the door. After a few moments, it slowly 
creaks open. A SHEEP MAN sticks his head just barely through 
the crack.

SHEEP MAN
Yes...?

TODD
Are you Mr. Jason Turner?

SHEEP MAN
...Yes? Who are you?

Todd blows on a harmonica and starts his singing telegram.
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TODD
This is your final warning,
we know now where you are!
You can keep on running
but you won’t get very far!
Your switch to modern tech has left us 
bitter and dismayed!
So do us all a favor and just 
surrender right away!

(beat)
That’ll be $10.50!

Throughout the song, the sound continuously gets muffled as 
we do a slow zoom in on the mans face, whose expression turns 
to a look of complete horror. He slams the door open.

SHEEP MAN
How did you find me?!

TODD
Your address is on the envelope.

He snatches the envelope and lights it on fire with a 
lighter.

SHEEP MAN
Where are you?! Where are you watching 
me from?!

He suddenly looks at Todd. He rips open his shirt and finds a 
wire.

SHEEP MAN (CONT’D)
Aughhh!!!

He throws it on the ground and stomps on it.

TODD
Uh... I have a few questions.

SHEEP MAN
I need to get out of here. Find a new 
place, a new name. And you. You’re 
young. Get out while you still can!

TODD
Get out? Why?

The man is hastily putting together a suitcase.
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SHEEP MAN
Why do you think nobody uses telegrams 
anymore? They’re outdated! E-mails, 
texts, hell, even normal letters are 
all leagues ahead of it! But these 
people, this cult, just won’t accept 
that. That the world has moved on and 
grown, and that they just aren’t 
relevant anymore.

The man closes the suitcase and puts on a jacket and hat. 

SHEEP MAN (CONT’D)
Make your own choice. Don’t be a 
sheep.

He runs out and gets into his car, hastily driving away. A 
black van that has been sitting outside a house across the 
street suddenly chases after him.

INT. AUDITORIUM - NIGHT

The auditorium is starting to die down a bit. Some people 
have left, while others are now slow dancing and drinking. 
Bojack and Amber sit at the bar, having a good time.

BOJACK
And then she just passed out! I can’t 
believe we just left her there!!

AMBER
(laughing)

I can’t believe we were such assholes 
back then!

BOJACK
Were? Hey, what’s your favorite memory 
from back then?

AMBER
Of them all? Hmm... You’re really 
putting me on the spot there. I’ve 
gotta think about that one.

They look around and notice that things are wrapping up.

AMBER (CONT’D)
Looks like things are starting to die 
around here.

BOJACK
That’s implying they were alive in the 
first place.
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AMBER
I feel bad, we’ve been talking so much 
about the past, I haven’t really given 
you a chance to tell me what you’ve 
been up to!

BOJACK
Oh, that’s alright. Say, you remember 
the time Matthew Broderick got locked 
in the computer lab?

AMBER
Wasn’t that right after he filmed 
Wargames? I think he had PTSD for 
weeks after that.

BOJACK
Yeah... Fun times.

Amber looks at her phone.

AMBER
It’s 9 already? We’ve been talking for 
hours... I might need to get going 
soon...

BOJACK
What?? Come on, grandma. The night is 
young, we’re young.

AMBER
Debatable.

BOJACK
Wanna go to the old spot? Scare off 
the teens there and reclaim it as our 
own for the night?

AMBER
You know what? Sure, why not. My 
daughter’s fifteen, she knows how to 
heat up a hot pocket for dinner. I 
hope.

EXT. OLD RIVER - NIGHT

They reach the spot where they used to smoke weed and do 
other heinous activities. It looks like its seen better days. 
It’s full of trash and just looks kind of like a cesspool 
now.
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BOJACK
Well, this place certainly hasn’t aged 
well.

AMBER
Oh god, it smells like pure gasoline.

BOJACK
Maybe for the publics safety we 
shouldn’t light any matches around 
here tonight.

AMBER
Agreed. Lucky for you, I’ve got just 
the thing for this situation.

Amber pulls out a small bag of what appears to be gummies.

BOJACK
What are those, Sour Patch Kids? 
Like... for kids?

AMBER
Edibles. I snuck them from my 
daughter.

BOJACK
Yeesh, kids will turn weed into 
anything these days.

AMBER
Hey, if it works it works. You up to 
the task, old man?

BOJACK
Gimme those.

Bojack takes one from the bag and eats it. He waits a few 
seconds.

BOJACK (CONT’D)
Nothings happening. Damn kids, they 
can’t just make pot brownies?

He takes a few more and eats them.

AMBER
Whoa, Bojack do you think you should 
take that many?
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BOJACK
Oh please, I doubt there will be any 
negative repercussions from these 
teenyboppers chemistry experiment.

EXT. OLD RIVER (LATER)

Bojack is sitting there with his eyes bugging out, overdosing 
far too much on the edibles.

BOJACK
You ever thought about how absurd the 
concept of Google Earth is? Like, they 
had these guys drive down every street 
in the world taking pictures. And for 
all the places that didn’t have 
streets, they strapped a camera on 
some guys back and had him walk it.

AMBER
Alright, I think you’ve had enough.

BOJACK
Probably a good idea.

The two sit there for a bit looking at the stars.

BOJACK (CONT’D)
It almost feels like nothing has 
changed.

AMBER
You say that like it’s a good thing.

BOJACK
Isn’t it? Things were great back then. 
It’s just a nice feeling.

AMBER
They were nice, but a lot has changed. 
You still haven’t told me anything 
about what you’re up to these days.

Bojack is unsure of what to say.

BOJACK
...You go first.

AMBER
Well... let’s see. It’s been a rough 
couple of years, but I’ve been pushing 
ahead, doing what I can. 

(MORE)
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I gave up on acting a few years back, 
and now I’m an accountant at a law 
firm. Oh, I also have a fifteen year 
old daughter named Natasha. She can be 
pretty moody sometimes, and say 
some... shitty things. But you know 
how teens are. So overall, I’m not 
doing too bad.

BOJACK
Yep, same.

AMBER
Same? You’re an accountant and have a 
daughter?

BOJACK
No, I meant the not doing too bad 
part. 

AMBER
Okay... So, tell me about you?

BOJACK
I just did. I’m not doing too bad.

AMBER
Bojack!

BOJACK
What do you want me to say? That I 
have a loving family? Kids who adore 
me? Some semblance of a happy life? 
The truth is I’m getting old and I 
have nothing to show for it. 

AMBER
What are you talking about? You’re the 
star of one of the biggest sitcoms of 
the 90’s, you live in a mansion and 
are financially set for the rest of 
your life!

BOJACK
I mean nothing worthwhile! I see 
everyone in there as... happy. They 
have something in their life worth 
living for. Everyone does. But me. 

Amber has a hint of anger in her eyes. Maybe jealousy. 
However, she doesn’t let it show.

AMBER (CONT'D)
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AMBER
I’m sure you’ve got something worth 
living for. Friends? 

BOJACK
Nope.

AMBER
Someone special?

BOJACK
Nada.

AMBER
Family...?

BOJACK
Ha, yeah right. There’s just... 
nothing. Sometimes I wish I picked the 
easy life like you.

Ambers ears perk up as she angrily looks at Bojack.

AMBER
What?!

Bojack, oblivious to Ambers anger, continues talking as if 
he’s looking to gain sympathy.

BOJACK
I think... I made a mistake in not 
choosing that. I could look back in 
life and not feel so... shitty.

AMBER
It must be nice to assume that your 
life would have been perfect if you 
just chose the other path. It wasn’t 
like that for those of us that were 
forced down it.

BOJACK
Forced down? What are you talking 
about? You had a lot of acting 
potential!

Amber stands up abruptly.

AMBER
That I left behind because of you!

BOJACK
Be... Because of me?
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AMBER
Back then... Back when we were dating-

BOJACK
I... I thought you came to terms with 
all that?

AMBER
Oh, well you’ve given me a hell of a 
reason to rethink that! Every single 
time some audition got you down, or a 
professor told you that you were no 
good, you came to me for 
encouragement. And I gave it all to 
you. So much so that there was nothing 
left for me. And you never gave me any 
back.

BOJACK
Oh, so what, you’re gonna blame me for 
all your shortcomings?

AMBER
No, that’s on me. I let myself get 
dragged down by you. I convinced 
myself I was no good. But instead of 
doing the same for me, you used me to 
boost your own ego. Like an emotional 
crutch. And here I am, on the “easy” 
path now.

Bojack says nothing. He knows he was in the wrong, and can’t 
look Amber in the eyes.

AMBER (CONT’D)
You may think life would be better if 
you chose the easy path, but I think 
it would be more of the same. It’s you 
that’s making it hard, Bojack.

BOJACK
I’m... I’m sorry, Amber.

AMBER
I wish I could say that makes 
everything better. But it doesn’t. I 
just don’t get you, Bojack.

BOJACK
Yeah... me neither.

She looks at her watch.
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AMBER
I gotta get home to my daughter... 
Take care of yourself, Bojack.

Amber leaves, leaving Bojack alone. Bojack sighs and sits 
down, looking at himself in the dirty river. He lights a 
cigarette. We cut to a zoomed out view of the woods, where a 
loud explosions is heard, launching Bojack out of the woods 
and flat on his back. He stands up, wiping the dirt off of 
him, and walks away, defeated.

INT. US POSTAL OFFICE

Todd walks into the USPS head’s office, who is currently on 
the phone.

USPS HEAD
(on phone.)

You have him in custody? Good. Prepare 
the chip insertion.

He hangs up.

USPS HEAD (CONT’D)
Ah, Todd my boy! Good work out there 
today! The telegrams you’ve delivered 
have certainly brought a lot of people 
a lot of joy. Including me! I can tell 
you’ll be a great asset to us in the 
future!

TODD
Yeah, uh, about that... I think I’m 
gonna have to quit.

USPS HEAD
Quit?! What ever for, boy?

TODD
I just feel there’s no room for me to 
grow here. Or anyone, for that matter. 
Look, telegrams are really cool. 

USPS HEAD
That they are, I’m glad you see things 
our way!

TODD
I’m not finished. Look, it sounds like 
they were a technical marvel for their 
time. But we’ve come a long way since 
then. We have e-mail, and texting and 
all kinds of stuff! 

(MORE)
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Maybe someday we’ll be able to send 
messages to each others brains! What 
I’m trying to say is that it’s 
important to remember the past, but if 
we live in it, we’ll never move 
forward.

The USPS head sits down, contemplating everything.

USPS HEAD
I see. You’ve given me a lot to think 
about, Todd... Very well, I accept 
your resignation. I just want you to 
know that you’ll always be welcome 
here again. You were the best singing 
telegram artist we ever had.

TODD
Really...?

USPS HEAD
Ha ha, no.

Two secret doors open on both sides of the USPS Head’s desk. 
Armed guards come out.

USPS HEAD (CONT’D)
Seize him!!

TODD
Zoinks!

Todd runs out of the room, with the armed guards giving 
chase.

TODD (CONT’D)
Oh man, how can I possibly get out of 
this one?! Think, Todd, think!

A little light bulb goes off right as Todd runs underneath 
it.

TODD (CONT’D)
Ah-ha!

Todd reaches into his pockets and pulls out a handful of 
Megabloks. He throws them behind him. The armed guards step 
on them and immediately fall over.

GUARD
Augh!! What the hell was that?!

TODD (CONT'D)
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GUARD 2
It’s like the pain of stepping on a 
Lego, but cheaper and blockier!

TODD
Oh, Megabloks! How could I have ever 
doubted you?

Todd makes his escape while the guards are still 
incapacitated. 

EXT. BOJACK'S HOUSE - NIGHT

Bojack pulls up to his house, and sees that the door is 
boarded up.

BOJACK
What the?

He knocks on the door.

BOJACK (CONT’D)
Todd? Todd, it’s Bojack, open up.

The door cracks open. Bojack looks surprised that the door 
was able to open, despite being boarded up.

BOJACK (CONT’D)
Did you just nail these planks to the 
door itself and not the side panels?

TODD
Oh, Bojack, it’s just you! Quick, get 
in here!

Todd pulls Bojack inside.

BOJACK
What is going on here?!

TODD
Nothing you need to concern yourself 
with.

BOJACK
Nothing? It sure doesn’t look like- 
Actually, you know what? I don’t care 
right now.

Bojack goes and lays down on the sofa.

TODD
How was the reunion. 
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BOJACK
Shitty. Like most things.

TODD
Well hey, at least you tried it out. 
You could have just written it off 
like you normally do. 

BOJACK
I really wish I did. Maybe I should 
have done that terrible Russel Crowe 
show instead.

Suddenly there’s a knock at the door.

???
Telegraaaaam!

Todd lets out a tiny scream and hides behind the couch. 

BOJACK
Ugh, another one? Just let me die in 
peace.

Bojack gets up to answer the door.

TODD
No wait! Don’t answer that!

BOJACK
It’s just a stupid telegram, Todd. 

Bojack answers the door. The sheep man from before is 
standing before him, in a singing telegram uniform, with a 
computer chip on the side of his head.

SHEEP MAN
Message for Bojack Horeseman from 
Amber Tugger! 

BOJACK
From... from Amber?

SHEEP MAN
(ahem)

Hey Bojack, it’s Amber. I wanted to 
get this message to you, but I didn’t 
have your number or e-mail address. 
They were having a special outside the 
reunion for these. Guess they think 
we’re old or something? 

(MORE)
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They asked if I wanted it done in 
song, but I didn’t want to inflict 
that sort of pain on you. Anyway, I 
never told you what my favorite memory 
was. 

We cut to a flashback with a younger Amber and Bojack. Amber 
is on stage, auditioning for a play.

SHEEP MAN (CONT’D)
It was in freshman year. I didn’t know 
anybody . I had just been turned down 
by an audition and was feeling rough. 

Young Amber runs backstage and slumps down, upset. A young 
Bojack wanders backstage and finds her. He sits down with 
her.

SHEEP MAN (CONT’D)
That’s when I met this young horse. He 
was in the audience waiting for his 
turn to audition. He came up and told 
me how great he thought my performance 
was, and how I’ll get it next time. He 
didn’t even know me, but he came 
backstage just to tell me that. He 
oozed confidence, I knew for sure he’d 
get that part. But he didn’t. 

Cut to the same scene, but the roles are reversed, with Amber 
comforting Bojack.

SHEEP MAN (CONT’D)
And he was a wreck. So I comforted him 
the same way he did for me. I wish it 
was like that for every failure 
afterwards. But it wasn’t. Only for 
you. You’re a good person deep down, 
Bojack. You just need to remember what 
you’re capable of. 

Cut back to present day. Bojack is stunned.

SHEEP MAN (CONT’D)
...That’ll be $10.50, please.

Bojack shuts the door, with a smile on his face.

TODD
I guess... they didn’t learn anything 
at all. They’re still living in the 
past.

SHEEP MAN (CONT'D)
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BOJACK
Maybe this weekend wasn’t so bad, 
after all, Todd.

TODD
Huh? What makes you say that?

BOJACK
She still thinks I’m a good person.

TODD
Uh... Did we listen to the same 
message?

BOJACK
You know what? I’m starving. You get 
those pop tarts?

TODD
Yeah, they actually had them! Although 
I’m not sure if they’re safe to eat 
anymore... Looks like the expired in 
like, 1994...

BOJACK
I’ll be the judge of that. You clean 
out the pool?

TODD
Yes sir!

BOJACK
Good, I might need it.

Bojack rips open the pop tart and takes a bite. 

FADE OUT.

BOJACK (CONT’D)
Oh... Oh god...

We hear running footsteps and a sliding glass door opening. 
We then hear the distant noise of Bojack throwing up into the 
pool.

TODD
Dammit, Bojack...

THE END
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